SUPERCUP 2017
TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS
Organization:
SuperCup is organized by the Institute for Baseball Development (IBD), seated in Prague, Czech Republic. Institute
is managed by a group of people with strong background in the game of baseball and willing to help baseball to grow
in both quantity and quality. The primal focus is thus oriented on kids. IBD closely cooperates with and is supported
by the Czech Baseball Association. CBA and IBD jointly organize a qualification competition called Silver
SuperCup to get 15 Czech teams that will take part in SuperCup.
Foreword:
Our main goal is to have fun and develop a strong relation of the kids to the game of baseball. We want to achieve
the goal in a structured, positive environment.
The purpose of the tournament and related program is to teach basic baseball skills: running, hitting, throwing
and catching. In addition, the responsibilities of belonging to a team, respect for coaches and umpires, and good
sportsmanship will be emphasized.
The above expressed goals are more important than the final position in the SuperCup.
All participants, namely organizers, coaches, scorers, parents, spectators are kindly asked to behave in a manner
corresponding with the goals.
TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS
Date and place:
From Friday, June 2nd to Sunday, June 4th, 2016 Prague, Czech Republic
Venue: Tempo Titans Praha Baseball Club, Zelenkova 530/3, Praha 12
Participants
The number of participating teams will be 24. It is a sole decision of the organizing committee to set the final
number of the participating teams.
15 teams from the Czech Republic will win their invitation in the qualification system organized jointly by the Czech
Baseball Association and IBD. Remaining 9 teams will get a “wild card” from the organizer. Placing of the teams in
the pool brackets will follow the system announced well in advance in case of the Czech teams. Wild card holders
will be placed according to the drawing made by the organizer.
It is a long term target for the organizers to invite winners of qualification systems from other countries similar to
that currently performed in the Czech Republic.
SuperCup winner, Coach-pitch tournament and Masters:
Supercup consists of two parallel competitions. We will have a winner of the Coach-pitch tournament and also a
winner of the Masters skills competition. The team having the lowest sum of the positions from both Coachpitch and Masters will be the winner of the SuperCup. In case two teams finish with equal sum, than the better
team from Coach-pitch tournament will be the winner of the Supercup.
Coach-pitch tournament
Basic round: 4 groups, 6 teams in each one. Teams play against each other in each group, two best qualify to the
Final round. Teams from 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th places form “Position rounds” and will compete for “small cups”.
Position round: Teams from the third places form a new group of four and play each other for the 9th-12th place. The
same applies for the teams from the 4th, 5th and 6th places respectively.
Final round: consists of 8 qualified teams, double elimination system, each team has a chance to win the tournament
unless loses twice. Exception - final game: loser of the final game will finish on second place. No repeated final
game.
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Uniforms
All players must wear the same uniform with unique numbers on the back. The coaches and the coach-pitchers are
allowed to have different uniforms, but must be the same for all of them. Coaches and coach-pitchers may not have
numbers on their back.
Time Limit/Determining Home & Away
All games except the final game will be played with a strict fifty minutes time limit or 6 complete innings. Final
game will be played for 6 innings. No inning can start after time has expired. Time will be kept by the official
scorers. We will not finish an inning if the home team is winning & batting when time expires. Home and away
teams will be predetermined by the official schedule. Home team will be the team named first in the schedule.
Home team is to be located at the 3rd base dugout and the visitors at the 1st base dugout.
Bench
During the games only uniformed players and uniformed coaches (according to this tournament rules) are allowed to
be present on the bench.
Parents and fans are strictly forbidden to enter the bench area during the game.
Each team management is responsible, in the relation to the Technical committee, for the behavior of its fans and
players´ parents.
SuperCup Tie Breaker Rule
Basic Round games end in a tie. All other games must have a winner. If the game is tied after 6 innings or the time
limit, the game continues to the next innings, no tie-break rule is applied.
Game
The team mentioned in the schedule as first is the home team.
The game is finished after 6th inning or after the limit. In case the time limit is over during the bottom of the
inning and the team at bat is ahead, the game is over. The game is considered as completed in case that, after the 50
minutes time limit, the bottom of the inning is finished. The coaches should assist the umpires to play as much
innings as possible by pushing their teams to hustle, run in and out of the field between the innings and take quickly
their positions in both defense and offense.
Each inning consists of 5 runs or 3 outs, whichever occurs earlier.
The sixth and ever following inning does not have a limit of 5 runs and are finished only as soon as three players in
offense are put out.
In case the game is after 6 innings or the time limit tied, the game continues until a winner is set. No Tie-breaker rule
is applied. In case the game can end in Tie (below), the game is always finished after 6 innings or time limit.
Ties are allowed only in the Basic rounds, all other games must have a winner.
Mercy rule
No mercy rule is applied.
Equality (Ties) of games
All ties after the preliminary and position rounds will be settled as follows (in order):
1. The team that won the game(s) between the teams tied shall be given the higher position;
2. The team that has the best Team's Quality Balance (TQB*)
3. The team that has the best Earned Runs Team's Quality Balance (ERTQB).
4. Highest batting average in games between the teams tied
5. A coin flip.
* Teams Quality Balance (TQB) is the sum of runs scored divided by the number of innings played on offense minus
the number of runs allowed divided by the number of innings played on defense. (RS/IPO)-(RA/IPD)=TQB. When
applying point 2, 3 or 4 and one team is selected for the higher or the lower position and the remaining teams are still
tied with the same result of TQB, ER-TQB or batting average the order to settle this tie between these remaining
teams starts again at point 1. When applying this rule 1(one) out is 1/3rd of an inning.
Substitution
Player from the starting roster is allowed to enter the game again after being substituted in case, that the substitute
finished at least one at bat or played in the defense for at least 6 outs in a row.

Masters:
Representatives of all teams will compete in basic baseball skills. The competition consists of following categories:
Throwing, Hitting, Running, Infield teamwork.
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Always three different players of the team participate in each of the three Master skills disciplines –
throw, hit, run. The last 4th discipline - Teamwork – is designed for 6 infielders.
All disciplines are evaluated according to the conversion charts. The complete summary determines the team
position in Masters competition.
Masters – The team have to go through all disciplines within 30 minutes, according to the official schedule (if not
stated different by the technical commission – for example due to the weather).
The final form with all results will be fulfilled and duly signed by the commissioner in charge and the team manager,
immediately after the last discipline is finished.

Team Roster
Completed Team Roster must be sent not later than on April 30th, 2017.
All categories on the team roster must be completed (i.e.; birth date, uniform number, positions etc.) in order for your
team to start play. The roster size can be unlimited for the number of players on the team. There can be no more than
4 coaches (1manager, 3 coaches, scorekeepers etc.) allowed in the tournament. A “wild card holder” can add to the
roster all the way up to the first game. Once your first game begins rosters will freeze and no new players can be
added.
Tunnel Time / Pre-Game
Use of the batting tunnels will be possible at the venue. Priority is given to teams warming up for a scheduled game.
Pre-game infield/outfield will be allowed only before the first game of the day.
Teams are to bring their own practice balls for the batting tunnels.
Organizers will give balls to all the games.
First Aid
There will be first aid equipment on site for all of our games. We will be able to provide basic first aid and determine
the severity of the injuries. In case of a serious injury there is a hospital reachable within 10 minutes from the field.
Transport will be secured by the organization committee.
Meals and beverages
Lunches and dinners will be available at the venue. All invited foreign teams will be guaranteed all meals for 15
players and 4 persons form the team management (coaches, pitchers, doctors, managers) free of charge.
All teams will be provided with drinking water during the games.
Accommodation
IBD will provide help to the teams to select a reasonable (price/quality ratio) accommodation. Details will be
communicated well before the team arrival.
IBD also offers to arrange (through a collaborating company) a reasonable accommodation and meals on the field for
other persons accompanying the team (parents, excess players, fans, etc.)
Protests
Protests will be heard and ruled on by the tournament technical commission. The team protesting must make cash
payment of €10 at the time of the protest. If the protest is ruled in the protesting team’s favor the €10 will be
refunded. The ruling made by the technical commission will be final. Protests must be filed and ruled on before the
next pitch if during game.
No team may protest a game after the final out is recorded.
Suspensions
Any player or coach that is ejected from a game will be subject to a 1 game suspension.
NO EXCEPTIONS.
The technical commission keeps the right to prolong the suspension based on evaluation after the game.
Age Requirements
Category 10U
Participating players must be born on or after January 1 st 2007 and on or before December 31st 2011.
Both boys and girls are allowed to take part in the tournament.
Payment and Refund options
Invited teams may be asked to deposit a guarantee of €300 not later than until March 31 st, 2017.
A full refund will be issued for any request made more than 45 days prior to the start of the event. Any cancellations
made inside the 45 day window will result in loss of payment.
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The complete deposit will be paid back at the end of the second day of the tournament.
Note: The organizing committee goal is to organize a great event for the kinds and well in advance is preparing
related documentation, the event will be televised etc. Therefore any cancellation has a huge negative impact on the
smooth flow of the tournament.
Inclement Weather
If rain comes into play, we will do everything we can do to stay close to the original game schedule. If we need to
change the schedule because of the inclement weather, we will do our best to try to maintain the original tournament
format schedule but please understand that the format may be changed to lesser time limits or fewer innings to
complete the tournament. All rain out games may not be made up depending on time constraints. Principles of “rain
out” scenario will form a part of the tournament schedule.

Tournament official ball
9INCH Diamond DFX-LC1
Not Covered In the Rules
In the event any item is not covered in the rules, the tournament committee will make the fairest possible ruling and
that ruling will be final.
The Regulations are subject to change, the valid version will be available at http://supercup.baseball.cz/.

By own hand
Bohumil Bílek
Head of SuperCup Technical Commission
Sports Director, Institute for Baseball Development
Email: boza.bilek@ibd-baseball.cz
Mobile: +420 602 486 565
SKYPE: bohumilbilek
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